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Rating Strategies used in other online state scorecards 

Goal: Define rating categories for CT online scorecard  

Introduction: The CT online scorecard will rate each organization’s performance on each measure as 

long as minimum sample size requirement is met.  Ratings are three categories: below average, average 

and better than average.  The Quality Council previously decided that the benchmark utilized in rating 

would be the state score (overall score of attributed and unattributed individuals in the APCD).  

State Rating Strategies 

Other state scorecards use various rating strategies.  Three different strategies have been identified. 

1. No rating: Maine and Wisconsin.  These states display organization scores alongside a 

benchmark in bar graph form.  Wisconsin also provides a rank (i.e. 18th out of 27)  

 

Figure 1. Wisconsin score display.  Green bar is the benchmark; blue bar is clinic performance.  

Rank is displayed to the left of the bars. 

 

 

2. Statistically significant differences:  Minnesota, Washington.  Rating categories are 

determined by statistically significant degree of deviation (or lack thereof) from a 

benchmark.  Confidence intervals are constructed and used to gauge statistical 

difference.  For example Washington uses the three categories better, average, and 

worse which are defined as: 
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 Better= rate and confidence interval are above the state average 

 Average= rate and confidence interval are equivalent to the state average 

 Worse= rate and confidence interval are below the state average 

Figure 2. . Washington score.  Rating (score) is displayed alongside the organizational 

performance and state average.   

 

 

3. Result categories: California Patient Advocate. Create rating categories consisting of a range of 

performance relative to other groups (attributed patients only).  For example California’s patient 

advocate uses the following 5 categories:  

Excellent (5 star) Comparable to the top 90 percent of scores for all the medical 

groups across the specific quality measure  

Very Good (4 star) Comparable to scores between 65 and 89 percent of ratings 

across all the medical groups for the specific quality measure  

Good (3 star) Comparable to scores between 35 and 64 percent of ratings 

across all the medical groups for the specific quality measure  

Fair (2 star) Comparable to scores between 10 and 34 percent of ratings 

across all the medical groups for the specific quality measure 

Poor (1 star) Comparable to scores below the bottom 10 percent of ratings 

across all the medical groups for the specific quality measure 

NOTE: “Comparable” is not defined 

Figure 3: California Patient Advocate.  Rating category only is displayed for each measure. 
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